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Volume: 221 Questions  

 

 

Question No : 1 

An administrator needs to perform maintenance on an ESXi host that is part of a vCloud Provider vDC. 

The maintenance will include a host reboot. The management team requires that service remain 

uninterrupted for all virtual machines in the vCloud environment.  

Which two steps must the administrator take in order to accomplish this? (Choose two.)  

 

A. Disable the ESXi host.  

 

B. Clone VMs to another ESXi host.  

 

C. Place the ESXi host in Maintenance Mode.  

 

D. Migrate VMs to another ESXi host.  

 

Answer: A,D  

 

 

Question No : 2  

The vCloud Automation Center administrator has created a vSphere blueprint that will be added to the 

Service Catalog. However, when the administrator attempts to add the blueprint to the Service Catalog, 

the blueprint is missing from the catalog items view.  

What is required for the blueprint to show in the catalog items view for the administrator?  

 

A. Log out of vCloud Automation Center and log back in.  

 

B. Assign the administrator as a Support User for the Business Group.  

 

C. Assign the administrator as a Business Group Manager for the Business Group.  

 

D. Publish the blueprint from the Infrastructure tab.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 3  

A vSphere administrator configures a preferred heartbeat datastore in an HA/DRS cluster configuration. 

The vCenter Server identifies an alternative preferred datastore.  

Why would vCenter Server identify an alternative preferred datastore over the administrator's preference?  

 

A. The selected datastore contains powered-on virtual machines.  
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B. The selected datastore is formatted with a 1 MB block size.  

 

C. The selected datastore is an NFS datastore.  

 

D. The selected datastore is not accessible to all of the hosts.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 4 

When adding an OpenLDAP Identity Source, which two fields are required? (Choose two.)  

 

A. Group search base DN.  

 

B. Type.  

 

C. OpenLDAP server name.  

 

D. Domain alias.  

 

Answer: A,B  

 

 

Question No : 5  

Refer to the Exhibit.  

 

An administrator needs to configure Site-to-Site VPN.  

Based on the exhibit, which address should the administrator use for the Peer IP?  

 

A. 123.90.6.99  

 

B. 68.184.146.5  
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C. 172.16.50.1  

 

D. 192.168.99.1  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 6 

An Administrator needs to sync templates from one vCenter Server to another vCenter Server in a 

different physical datacenter. Which product allows for this functionality? 

 

A. vSphere Update Manager  

 

B. vCloud Connector  

 

C. NSX-v  

 

D. vCloud Director  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 7  

An architect is trying to create and publish shared machine blueprints from IaaS, but the option is not 

available.  

Why is this option not available?  

 

A. Only Tenant Administrators have the right to do this.  

 

B. They must have Enterprise licensing to do this.  

 

C. The Service architect does not belong to the business group.  

 

D. The blueprints need to be added to the business group.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 8  

A vSphere administrator needs to increase the capacity of an existing Storage Distributed Resource 

Scheduler (SDRS) datastore cluster. The storage administrator has provisioned two new NFS datastores 

to be added to the cluster.  

The vSphere administrator receives an error message, preventing the administrator from adding the 
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newly provisioned datastores to the cluster. What is the likely reason that the action failed?  

 

A. There are virtual machines running on the datastores being added to the cluster.  

 

B. The datastores in the SDRS cluster are VMFS datastores.  

 

C. The datastores in the existing cluster have hardware acceleration enabled and the new datastores do 

not.  

 

D. The SDRS cluster has not been placed into maintenance mode. 

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 9  

An administrator needs to configure a vShield Edge device that allows for incoming pings.  

Which two steps below could be used to allow incoming pings? (Choose two.)  

 

A. The rule must have the Log network traffic for firewall rule setting checked.  

 

B. A rule must be created that allows for outgoing traffic and the UDP protocol.  

 

C. The default rule must be set to Disable.  

 

D. A rule must be created that allows for incoming traffic and the ICMP protocol.  

 

Answer: C,D  

 

 

Question No : 10  

Where can User Interaction input be provided for a vCenter Orchestrator workflow?  

 

A. Inbox > Manual User Action  

 

B. Inbox > Resource Actions  

 

C. Requests > Manual User Action  

 

D. Requests > Resource Actions  

 

Answer: A  
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Question No : 11 

The installation of the IaaS components fails with the following error.  

The IaaS installer failed to save the Model Manager Data and Web components  

What are three possible causes for the problem? (Choose three.)  

 

A. Connectivity issues to the vCloud Automation Center appliance.  

 

B. The Repository Service failed to start on the IaaS server.  

 

C. Trusted certificate issues between the vCloud Automation Center appliance and the Identityappliance.  

 

D. The installation is being attempted on an unsupported operating system.  

 

E. The .NET Framework 3.5 Feature is not installed on the target server.  

 

Answer: A,B,C  

 

 

Question No : 12  

Which two steps must be taken prior to configuring an external, direct connected Organization Network? 

(Choose two.)  

 

A. Install a vShield Edge device on a vSphere port group.  

 

B. Create an external network within vCloud Director.  

 

C. Create a network pool in vCloud Director.  

 

D. Create a vSphere port group manually.  

 

Answer: B,D  

 

 

Question No : 13  

Refer to the exhibit.  
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